2014 NAMI New Jersey Awards

LIFE TIME ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS
Kenneth R. Eshelman, NAMI NJ Trustee
Marilyn Goldstein, NAMI NJ Past President & Director of Family-to-Family Program

AFFILIATE LEADERSHIP AWARDS

Retiring Affiliate President
Gale Lewin, Long Term President (NAMI Camden County)
Martha Silva, Long Term President (NAMI Hudson County)
Virginia Saull (Lifetime Affiliate/Long Term Service – NAMI Salem County)

Affiliate President Service Recognition
Geri Muller, NAMI Union
Susan Reese, NAMI Greater Monmouth
April E Wilson, NAMI Essex NJ
Jeri Doherty, NAMI Sussex
Daniel Ricketts, NAMI Cumberland
Larry Cartwright, NAMI Hunterdon
Debra Silver, NAMI Atlantic/Cape May Counties
Karen Marquis, NAMI Mercer
Elaine Fehrenbach, NAMI Warren County
Deborah Richman, NAMI Middlesex
Maureen Donais, NAMI Salem County
Linda Sacco, NAMI Hudson County
Helene Kalkay, NAMI Greater Monmouth
Susan Ferranti, NAMI Somerset
J. Michael Jones, NAMI Ocean County
Ana Guida, NAMI Gloucester County
Ruth Stotsenberg, NAMI FACE Burlington County
Margaret Evers, NAMI Camden County
Eileen Griffith, NAMI Morris County
Mary Beth Elliott, NAMI Bergen County

Affiliates Leadership Recognition
[NAMI Greater Monmouth]
Helene Kalkay, Brenda Pauwels, Jay Yudof, Andrew Fellerman
[NAMI FACE]
Brenda Hahn
[NAMI Cumberland]
Concetta Hanes, David Soltys, Gloria Lodovico

VETERANS OUTREACH AWARD
NAMI Sussex
INTENSIVE FAMILY SUPPORT SERVICES (IFSS) RECOGNITION AWARDS
Jose Gomez, MD (Posthumously) (Middlesex)
Shelly Josephs Thoms (Middlesex)
Maria Gutierrez (Cumberland)

NAMI NJ FAMILY TO FAMILY STARS
Family-to-Family teachers who have taught eight or more classes
Marilyn Goldstein (Teacher & Trainer)
Gail Dembin (Teacher & Trainer)
Martha Silva (Teacher & Trainer for the Spanish Version)
Priscilla Cartwright, Larry Cartwright, Rosemary Canuso, Sue Ferranti,
Marie Fuchida, Carmen Meyer, Peggy Whelahan, Chantal Peronn,
Aurora Protano, David Protano, Barbara Kirwan, Dan Kirwan,
Winifred Chain, Joan Mahalick, Pat Roman, Gary Tucker, Debra Silver

IN OUR OWN VOICE STARS
IOOV Presenters that have provided 100 or more presentations
Jill Zwick, Akavar Dylutra, Milo Turk, Susan Ordway,
Victor DeSanti, Donna Ellis, Galen Valley, Meredith Nuebeck, Rick Yessian

NAMI CONNECTION AWARDS
Lauren Haas
Concetta Hanes

CONSUMER COUNSEL REP
Ed Von Lindern

2014 POETRY CONTEST
Winners
1st Place—Kelly Brennan
2nd Place—Virginia Erazo
3rd Place—Rebecca Yu

Finalists
Jennifer Manning, Valerie Browns, Patricia M. Cannon
Suzanne Mills, Stewart Charles, Hannah Morris, Carly Rizza

EDUCATION AWARDS
Lorrie Bauman
Betzaida Plaza
EDUCATION INSTITUTION AWARDS
John P. Stevens High School
(Accepted by Sonia Marto-Rodriguez, Ph.D)

NAMI EXEMPLARY PSYCHIATRIST AWARD
Bindu Khanna, MD

MULTICULTURAL PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT AWARDS

AACT-NOW
Winifred Chain, Bob Chain, Marilyn Andrews, Melanece Walker,
Mark Williams, Jacquese Armstrong, Laura Bryant,
Dale Ofei-Ayisi, Cynthia Miles

NAMI NJ en Español
Nivia Rojas-Lopez, Dr. Isora Bosch, Martha Silva

SAMHAJ
Anju Makhijani, Shanta Bijur, Sudha Nagarajan, Ravindra Jaishankar,
Anisha Gosain, Chitra Punjabi, Beena Bhatcar, Aruna Rao

CAMHOP
Grace Travinsky, Cathy Chen, Jane Liang, Yushi Wang,
Maggie Ng, Tim Wong, Thomas Li, Rhoda Li,
Lihua Chang, Jack Wu, Nancy Woo, Maggie Luo

ADMINISTRATION STAFF AWARDS
Celina Sanchez, Executive Assistant
Sharon Marshall, Bookkeeper

WALK AWARDS

Top 5 Individuals
Nancy Woo
Brenda Hahn
Grace Travinsky
Maya Fridman
Paula Ricker

Top 5 Teams
Stomp the Stigma with Sphericality
NAMI FACE-BURLINGTON
NAMI NJ Youth
NAMI Sussex
NAMI NJ Mustang
Walk Hero
Grace Travinsky

Outstanding Volunteer
Allison Riccardelli

Walk Volunteers
Mike Roche, Mike Jones, Tim Wong,
Laura Fechter, Emma Thompson, Cathy Chen, Michael Shuie

Team T-Shirt Winner
Kelly Brennan—The Bipolar Express